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Experts.com:
I strongly and highly recommend consulting and mentoring with Dr. Linnda Durre', Ph.D., to anyone who wants
to achieve career advancement and to anyone who needs to learn how to successfully navigate difficult business
situations with challenging individuals at work. Dr. Durre’ also gives excellent suggestions on how to maintain a
life and work balance, working in a highly demanding and pressured work environment.
I was first introduced to Dr. Durre' when I read her book, "Surviving the Toxic Workplace: Protect Your Against
the Co-Workers, Bosses, and Work Environments That Poison Your Day" (McGraw Hill, 2010), an excellent
business book.
As a Project Manager for a global Fortune 500 company, I encountered and had to work with some of the
individuals and situations she described in her comprehensive book. Her depictions were exactly what I had been
experiencing and having to deal with at work.
I was delighted when I realized Dr. Durre' was available for one-on-one consultation meetings in the Orlando
metro area, where I lived. In addition, she was flexible with her time to meet with me after common work day
business hours.
As a result of reading her book, I have had a mentorship experience with Dr. Durre' over the years, which has
proven very beneficial, enlightening, and career enhancing. I received knowledge and wisdom on how to better
navigate the difficult workplace individuals and situations.
As a result of the knowledge and wisdom I received over the years from her guidance and mentorship, Dr. Durre’
directed to various books, videos, websites, and other information that was specific to my professional
development and personal growth.
In going up for a promotion, I had to demonstrate to her my lecture presentation skills. Dr. Durre’ gave me
incredibly accurate feedback that led directly to my professional career advancement, increased opportunities, and
increased benefits at work, which also empowered my personal growth, improved physical fitness, and stronger
relationships with family and friends. She also has a great sense of humor, which made it even better.
I highly recommend Dr. Linnda Durre’ for individual business consultation as well as personal growth
consultation.
Best Always,
John Valenzuela

